VARGA D/10 or DASAMA “MAHAT PHALAM”
DASAMSA OR KARMAMSA OR SWARGAMSA
D-10 – 3º – DASAMSA (SWARGAMSA)
Parasara says that this chart indicates “Mahat Phalam” Mahat (big) Phalam (fruits) things of great value shown by second, sixth and tenth bhavas : the result which indicates
the standing and status of the native in society on account of the interaction of fate and
action.
Calculation of the Dasamsa chart:
The divisional chart based on the 10th division of signs is called Dasamsa or Dasamamsa or
Karmamsa or Swargamsa.
-

Each sign is divided into 10 equal parts.
If the sign is odd, the 10 parts of the sign go into the 10 consecutive signs starting
from the sign itself.
If the sign is even, the 10 parts of the sign go into the 10 consecutive signs starting
from the 9th sign from the sign in question.
Example:
a) Odd sign counting: Counting starts form the sign itself - the 10 parts of Leo go
into signs from Leo to Taurus
b) Even sign counting: Counting starts from the 9th sign - the 10 parts of Scorpio go
into signs from Cancer to Aries.

In “Predicting with Dasamsa”, P. V. R. Narasimha Rao states:
-

Dasamamsa chart can identify reasons causing delays and momentary
dissatisfaction in profession.
Dasamamsa Lagna shows renown related to vocation, Lagnesh shows mind-set and
purpose in work
D-10 shows one’s professional actions as well as other activities in society related to
hobbies and interests.
The 10th house in the Rasi chart is also important for judging career as it shows the
physical Karma (actions) of the native.
The strength and placement, in D-10, of the 10th Rasi lord is an important factor
when judging career.
If the 10th lord is in own sign or exaltation sign or a quadrant or a trine in D-10, one
will have a good career.
In addition, we should look at the D-10 placement of the planets involved in any
Raja Yogas present in the Rasi chart.
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Others scholars state the following:
1. If Dasamsa Lagna is aspected by benefics, it becomes strong then it may be assumed that
career of the native stands on a good base provided
2. If powerful Sun is posited in upachaya houses aspected by Jupiter, native is likely to get
recognition and eminence in career.
3. If Dasa lord is strong in lagna chart and poised to give good results but lacks adequate
strength in Dasamamsa, such Dasa lord may create uncertainties, under critical sub –
periods. A sub dasa lord unfavourably placed in Dasamamsa from Dasa lord and afflicted
with malefic may even temporarily hold up anticipated results.
4. Planets in tenth house in Dasamamsa during their ruling periods will better the
prospects of one’s career.
5. If there is no planet in tenth house in Dasamamsa, then its lord during its ruling period
will confer honour to the native.
6. Planets aspecting lord of tenth house in Dasamamsa should also be considered powerful
with respect to one’s profession.
7. The period of planets in kendra of Dasamamsa will be a mile stone in one’s career.
8. Status and smooth carrer with many sources of income: Tenth lord of D/1 chart must be
strong in D/10 chart.
9. A strong lagna of D/10 in D/10 chart assures a profession or vocation.
10. A strong 10th house and 10th lkord in D/10 chart makes the native an expert in his work.
11. A strong Sun in angles gives a) high status, b)government job with high income,
c)administrative power d) far sightedness and e) power.
12.A strong and well placed Saturn gives support from subordinates, workers political
career,, gains from underground mining, iron and steel, etc.
13. A strong Moon gives est and zeal to work.
14. Promotions : strong 10th house and 10th lord in their dasha periods, lagna lord and
exalted planets.
15.Planets in angles give good results.
16. Planets in upachaya houses indicatre hard work to obtain good results
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THE HOUSES OF THE D-10 CHART AND THEIR INDICATIONS IN BRIEF:
-

-

-

-

-

The Lagna of the D-10 chart shows one’s true nature in career. It also shows new
beginnings, perception of one’s career. A strong lagna lord is necessary for a strong
career or vocation.
The 2nd house shows the resources of wealth, status, speech, etc. accessible for one’s
actions (including wealth and speech); investments and group whilst second lord
shows supply of it and assembly which you belong to.
The 3rd house shows initiative, creativity and communications skills, agreements
and communications, whilst third lord shows short journeys.
The 4th house shows the overall sense of comfort and happiness in career;
investigates property, office, business located and the lord shows personal secretary
- someone you trust, very close and essential..
The 5th house shows employees in business, the popularity and following one
commands. When it is strong brings higher promotions. Fifth lord shows immediate
subordinates
The 6th house shows service, staff functions and competition, its lord brings enemies
causing harm and loss.
The 7th house shows partnerships and business and public relations. If the lord is:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

-

Mercury, then an agreeable personality;
Jupiter, then good counsel
Mars, then challenges of all sorts
Saturn, then criticism
Malefic having connection with 7th lord, then there will be bad public
relations and creates controversies and jealousies.

The 8th house shows occult and concealed activities, problems in career and finding
new avenues to further one’s career.
The 9th house shows Dharma followed in one’s Karma and direction received; law
and ninth lord stands for guide and advisors.
The 10th house shows one’s general activities and sum total of one’s activities.
The 11th house shows gains made in vocation, friends in group and the lord shows
training development.
The 12th house shows losses and giving things away (charity), secret activities
against one’s career.

Service or business :If the 6th house is stronger than the 7th, one will be in service. If
the 7th house is stronger than the 6th, one will be in business.
If houses and lords are strong and well-placed then one meets with fortune related to
that part of work. Job/buisness connected to strong graha (avastha) will be a source of
success and money. Neecha graha can bring skill and finances but also lot of stress.
Ruling deities of dashamsa:
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The lords of 10 dashamsas presiding over the 10 directions or the dikpals:
The lords of the dashamsas govern the 10 divisions of the odd signs in direct order and their order
is reversed for even signs.
Longitudes in
Odd signs Even signs

^

0
3
6
9

to
to
to
to

`

12 to
15 to
18 to
21 to
24 to
27 to

^

`

3
6
9
12

27 to 30
24 to 27
21 to 24
18 to 21

15
18
21
24
27
30

15 to 18
12 to 15
9 to 12
6 to 9
3 to 6
0 to 3

Deity

Direction

Ruling Planet

INDIRA
AGNI
YAMA
RAKSHASHA
NIRRITI
VARUNA
VAYU
KUBERA
ISHANA
BRAHMA
ANANTA

East
South East
South
South West

Sun
Venus
Mars
Rahu

West
North West
North
North East
Downward
Upward

Saturn
Moon
Mercury
Jupiter
4th house
10th house

Indications of each divisional lord (deity):
Divisional lord
INDIRA
AGNI

YAMA

RAKSHASHA
NIRRITI
VARUNA
VAYU
KUBERA
ISHANA

BRAHMA
ANANTA

Indications of professions
in employment of king or government, giving power and peace,
symbolizes prosperity and transformation; deals with professions dealing with fire,
energy and assault, renewable energy like hydro, solar, biomass, or geothermal. Energy
engineers are also employed by the fields of oil and natural gas extraction, Energy
engineering or Energy systems
righteousness, dutiful, does ruthlessly, a law maker and associated professions, judges,
bureaucrats, administrators. Mars gives engineering or defence, aerospace systems, land
systems, maritime systems, nuclear systems, Telecoms, Utilities industry communications
and information systems, sensors and command and control, weapons, ordnance,
munitions and explosives, Construction industry, Defence industry, Electronics industry,
Materials and metals industry, Rail industry
demon – children are bhaya, etc… daughter of himsa, shows irreligiousness, deals with
law breakers, unintelligent actions based on instincts; Rahu gives mystery in work.
god of ocean, shows patience & perseverance; indicates foreign travels; depth of thought,
professions related to water like shipping, fishery, medicine.
Energy, gaining strength; intelligent professions, governs writers, scholars, teachers,
philosophers. The strength of the Moon decides the professions.
Money, the native is unshakeable and destroys all evils; Mercury governs intelligence;
makes money as tax consultants and chartered accounts.
auspicious form of Shiva, gives auspicious knowledge, shows righteousness, godliness;
the native is self-realised and having peaceful feelings; Jupiter gives priests, consultants,
teachers, bankers, etc.
3rd dimension, shows digging, digging, digging etc and shows research, Rajasik
approach; wisdom; inner contentment.
Upper direction, Raising up, up …., spiritual rise; evil fears Ananta, Vishnu. A strong
tenth house in this direction gives fame.
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Natal chart

-

Asc. Sagittarius is well aspected by its lord Jupiter, in 5th house, a trikona.
Mars dispositor of Jupiter in another trikona in Leo (dharma bhava), Lord of
dharma bahava in Karma bhava, forming budh aditya yoga.
Swagrahi Venus in 11th house, aspected by Jupiter

Dasamsha chart:
- D/10 Asc, virgotamma, on Indira power, govt.
- Sun (on Ishaan-auspicious knowledge)
- Mars(on Varun-patience and perseverance, depth of thought).
- Jupiter on Agni, the power of transformation.
- lords of trikonas in D/10 lagna.
- Lord of 10th house of D/10 in trik house, 8th.house.
- Parivrtan yoga of Jupiter and an exalted Venus.
- Venus in Vayu contentment, inner peace.
- Moon on yama-righteousness and justice with devotion to duty.
Conclusions:
-

Despite facing financial hardships, the native was upright, honest and dedicated to
duty.
As the lords of Ascendant and 10th house are placed in trik houses in the D/10 chart,
there were great hardships that the native faced in life.
The other favourable configurations rewarded him with power as the Prime
Minister of the Indian Republic.
During his short reign as Prime Minister, he promoted the White Revolution.
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The above chart is that of a famous Indian jurist and economist, a dedicated scholar
who excelled even though he was hampered by a bad stammer. He was called to the bar
in 1944 and his initial forté was commercial and tax law. By 1954 however, barely 10
years after his admission to the bar, he was arguing before the Supreme Court.
-

The Law and Practice of Income Tax co-authored
In 1968, he was offered the position of Attorney-General
Ambassador to the United States in 1977

Natal chart:
-

Lord of Ascendant, Venus, has mutual reception with Mars, lord of 2nd house.
Lord of 4th, Saturn is in 11th house, in Leo; hence there is mutual reception.
Moon, lord of 10th is hemmed by two benefics
Jupiter, lord of 3rd house is exalted in the 10th house, aspecting the arth trikonas.
Mercury, the karak of communication is in Sagittarius, 3rd house, aspecting 9th.

In dasamsa chart:
-

The Asc, Libra, the sign of balance and justiceis on Indira (in employment giving
power and peace) is virgottama with natal chart.
Sun on ananta shows raising high.
A strong 10th house with 10th house lord, Moon is on Indira, in employment of
king or government.
Mercury on Kuber (governs intelligence, makes money as tax consultant), is
aspected by Jupiter, a planet dealing with law and wisdom.
Jupiter on Yama-righteousness, dutiful, does ruthlessly, a law maker and associated
professions, judges, bureaucrats, administrators
Saturn is on Kuber, the house signifying structured creativity is swagrahi in a
trikona, aspected by Jupiter, the planet dealing with law and wisdom.
Venus, lord of Ascendant, is aspected by Mars in the fourth house, aspected by a
swagrahi Moon (also conjunct with natal Moon in D/1 chart), thereby showing
connections with the lagna lord and 10th lord in both the charts.

Conclusions:
-

All throughout, from Mercury dasha (Mercury is on the division of Kuber) to Venus
dasha, the native had a brilliant career.
He was given positions of status and recognition in society and in the world, with a
title “the courtroom genius.”
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Date of Birth: Friday, January 16, 1920
Time of Birth: 00:45:00
Place of Birth: Navsari
Longitude: 73 E 1
Latitude: 20 N 58
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